Admissions Office

*YANG, Alan, Director of Admissions
YAMAGUCHI, Ryan, Assistant Director of Admissions; BA 2001, MEd 2007, Hawai‘i
TANIGUCHI, Janice E., Assistant Director of Admissions; BEd 1974, MEd 1997, Hawai‘i
ARRIBA, Melissa B., Transfer Credit Specialist; BBA 2003, Hawai‘i
BUENO, Jolene, Transfer Credit Specialist; BS 1984, Philippines
BUTO, Lisa, Student Services Specialist; BA 1984, George Washington U
FUKUDA-HOANG, Yuki, Transfer Credit Specialist; BS 2005, Hawai‘i-Pacific U
GALINATO, Irene, Admissions Counselor; BA 2007, Hawai‘i
HU, Ming, IT Specialist; BS 1975, Taiwan; MS 1982, California
HULIGANGA, Abigail, Admissions Counselor; BA 2008, Hawai‘i
INOUE, Garett, Admissions Specialist; BS 2007, Hawai‘i
JOKURA, Marsha, Transfer Credit Specialist; BA 2000, Hawai‘i
KATO, Irene, Administrative and Fiscal Support Specialist; BBA 2002, Hawai‘i
LEE, Jill, Senior Transfer Credit Specialist; BA 1978, Hawai‘i
MAGNO, Jose, Enrollment Advisor; BBA 2005, Hawai‘i
MATSUEDA, Davin, IT Specialist; BS 2001, Hawai‘i
McKINLEY, Kelly A., Admissions Officer; BS 1987, Western Kentucky
MEIZUNO, Jennifer, Transfer Credit Specialist; BS 2004, MEd 2006, Hawai‘i
MORROW, Irene, Admissions Counselor; BEd 2005, MEd 2007, Hawai‘i
NAGASHIMA, Belinda, Admissions Counselor; BEd 1972, Hawai‘i
NAKAMOTO, Lee, Admissions Officer; BS 2004, Hawai‘i
NAKANO, Chris U., Admissions Officer; BBA 1996, Hawai‘i
NH, June, Admissions Officer; BBA 1974, Hawai‘i
ROLA, Steve, Admissions Officer; BSW 1995, MPA 1998, Hawai‘i
SUDA, Roy, Information Services Coordinator; BBA 1993, Hawai‘i
TOMLINSON, Sean, Admissions Specialist; BBA 2007, Hawai‘i
TORIBIO, Kristoffer B., Admissions Counselor; BA 2007, Hawai‘i
UCHIMURA, Merrisa, Events Coordinator; BA 1999, MEd 2007, Hawai‘i
VALDEZ, Serenda, Admissions Specialist; MEd 1995, Hawai‘i
YOSHIDA, Tori, Transfer Credit Specialist; BS 2003, Hawai‘i

Center on Aging

*BROWN, Colette V., Interim Director and Professor of Social Work
*BRAUN, Kathryn L., Professor of Public Health and Social Work
NISHITA, Christy M., Junior Specialist
SEELY, Marilyn R., Junior Specialist

Aerospace Studies Program

WHITE, Joe, Director

Arts and Sciences Student Academic Services

*KIRK-KUWAYE, Michael, Interim Chair, Specialist/Academic Advisor
*GOODMAN, Crystal, Junior Specialist/Academic Advisor
*HAMDAD, Kay S., Junior Specialist/Academic Advisor
*NISHIDA, Dawn M., Assistant Specialist/Academic Advisor
*NORMANDIN, Kathleen, Junior Specialist/Academic Advisor
*SEKIGUCHI, Ryoko, Junior Specialist/Academic Advisor

Assessment Office

*TOWE, Marlene P., Assistant Specialist
*STITT-BERGH, Monica, Assistant Specialist

Institute for Astronomy

*HAISINGER, Glenn, Director and Astronomer
*ASPIN, Colin, UH Telescopes Manager, Specialist
*BARNES, Joshua E., Astronomer
BRESOLON, Fabio, Associate Astronomer
*BUS, Schelle J., IL Astronomer
*CHAMBERS, Kenneth C., Associate Astronomer
*CHUN, Mark, Associate Specialist
CIEZA, Lucas, Assistant Astronomer
*COLEMAN, Paul H., Specialist
*COWIE, Antoinette S., Astronomer
*COWIE, Lennox L., Astronomer
DEACON, Niall, Junior Scientific Researcher
*EBELING, Harald, Astronomer
*ETALEAS, Christ, Astronomer
*GAL, Roy, Assistant Astronomer
GRANVIK, Mikael, Pan-STARRS Junior Scientific Researcher
*HABBAL, Shadia R., Faculty Chair, Astronomer
HAGHIGHIPOUR, Nader, Associate Astronomer
*HALL, Donald N. B., Astronomer
*HEASLEY, James N., Astronomer
*HENRY, J. PATRICK, Associate Astronomer
*HO, Esther M., Junior Specialist
*KIRK, Brian, Assistant Astronomer
*KUHN, Jeffrey, Associate Director (I3A Maui) and Astronomer
*LEWIS, James, Associate Astronomer
*MEDSKER, Jeffery, Associate Astronomer
*MENDEZ, Roberto, Astronomer
*MORRISON, Glenn, CFHT Resident Astronomer, Associate Astronomer
*OWEN, Tobias C., Astronomer
*RAYNER, John T., Astronomer
*REIPURTH-JENSEN, Bo, Astronomer
*RHOADS, Pui-Hin, Associate Specialist
*ROBERTSON, A. Kathleen, Librarian
*ROUSSEV, Iliia, Associate Astronomer
*SANDERS, David B., Astronomy Graduate Chair, Astronomer
SCHORGHOFER, Norbert, Associate Astronomer
*STOCKTON, Alan N., Astronomer
*SZAPUDI, Irsiván, Astronomer
*THOLEN, David J., Astronomer
*TOKUNAGA, Alan T., Associate Director (Instrumentation), IRTF Division Chief, and Astronomer
*TONRY, John L., Astronomer
*TULLY, R. Brent, Astronomer
*WAINSCOAT, Richard J., Specialist
*WILLIAMS, Jonathan, Astronomer
*WYNN-WILLIAMS, C. Gareth, Professor of Physics and Astronomy

Cashier’s Office

SEU, Derek, Director; BA 1990, Hawai‘i
ARAL, Carol, Institutional Support; BS 1982, Hawai‘i
DENNY, Charles, IT Specialist; BS 2004, Hawai‘i-Pacific KONDO, Janice, Assistant Director; BBA 1982, Hawai‘i
NAKAMURA, Kenrick, Institutional Support; BA 1984, Hawai‘i
NAKASHIMA, Deborah, Institutional Support; BBA 1977, Hawai‘i
NAKATA, Lloyd, IT Specialist; BS 1990, Hawai‘i-Pacific
SUEJAGA, Susan, Institutional Support; MEd 1972, Hawai‘i

Catalog Office

NAKASHIMA, Diane A., Catalog Coordinator; BFA 1981, MA 2005, Hawai‘i

*Kaiser, Nicholas, Associate Director (National Telescope Projects) and Astronomer
*KEANE, Jacqueline V., Assistant Astronomer
*KEWLEY, Lisa, Associate Astronomer
*KUDRIETZKI, Rolf-Peter, Astronomer
*KUHN, Jeffrey, Associate Director (I3A Maui) and Astronomer
*LIN, Haosheng, Astronomer
*LIU, Michael, Associate Astronomer
*LUGAZ, Noi, Associate Astronomer
*MABERRY, Michael, Assistant Director (External Relations)
*MAGNIER, Eugene A., Associate Astronomer
*MCLEAREN, Robert A., Associate Director and Specialist
*MEEECH, Karen J., Astronomer
*MENDEZ, Roberto, Astronomer
*MORRISON, Glenn, CFHT Resident Astronomer, Associate Astronomer
*OWEN, Tobias C., Astronomer
*RAJAN, Narayan S., Specialist
*RAYNER, John T., Astronomer
*REIPURTH-JENSEN, Bo, Astronomer
*RHOADS, Pui-Hin, Associate Specialist
*ROBERTSON, A. Kathleen, Librarian
*ROUSSEV, Iliia, Associate Astronomer
*SANDERS, David B., Astronomy Graduate Chair, Astronomer
SCHORGHOFER, Norbert, Associate Astronomer
*STOCKTON, Alan N., Astronomer
*SZAPUDI, Irsiván, Astronomer
*THOLEN, David J., Astronomer
*TOKUNAGA, Alan T., Associate Director (Instrumentation), IRTF Division Chief, and Astronomer
*TONRY, John L., Astronomer
*TULLY, R. Brent, Astronomer
*WAINSCOAT, Richard J., Specialist
*WILLIAMS, Jonathan, Astronomer
*WYNN-WILLIAMS, C. Gareth, Professor of Physics and Astronomy
Center on Disability Studies/University Center for Excellence

ANDERSON-ASEUEL, Jean M., Assistant Professor; PhD 2001, American School of Professional Psychology
BANKS, Sara, Junior Specialist; MFA 1996, Hawai‘i
BAUWENS, Jeanne, Specialist; EdD 1983, U of Idaho
BOWDITCH, Scott A., Junior Specialist; MA 2008, San Francisco State
BROWN, Steve E., Associate Professor; PhD 1981, Oklahoma
CHANG, Chuan, Assistant Specialist; MA 1998, Hawai‘i
CHRIST, Thomas, Assistant Specialist; PhD 2006, Hawai‘i
CONWAY, Megan, Assistant Professor; PhD 2001, UC Berkeley
CRAUZ, Angela, Junior Specialist; MSW 2010, Hawai‘i
DOWRICK, Peter W., Professor, Reading Rescue; PhD 1977, U of Auckland
GOLDEN, Randee, Junior Specialist; MA 1990, Hawai‘i
GUINAN, Martha, Junior Specialist; MPH 2001, Hawai‘i
HARCOURT, Madeline, Assistant Specialist; MA 1997, Hawai‘i
GUM, Loryn, Junior Specialist; MED 1997, Hawai‘i
HITCHCOCK, Caryl, Assistant Professor; PhD 2001, Hawai‘i
JOHNSON, Jean, Associate Director, MCH-LEND Faculty; DrPh 1992, Hawai‘i
KIM-RUPNOW, Won Soon, Associate Professor; PhD 1991, Hawai‘i
KITAMI, Yoko, Junior Specialist; MA 2008, Hawai‘i
LAYGO, Ranillo, Assistant Professor; PhD 1996, Georgia State
LEAKE, David, Assistant Specialist and Evaluation Specialist; PhD 2000, Hawai‘i
LEE, Mellanie, Junior Specialist; MA Ed 1995, CSU Hayward
LOPEZ, Leslie, Junior Specialist; MA 2001, New Mexico MANASERI, Holly, Assistant Specialist; PhD 2009, Syracuse MCERLY, Eugene, Junior Specialist; MA 2000, U of Phoenix
MIHALKE, William, Junior Specialist; MBA 1997, Carnegie Mellon
MILLER, Susan, Junior Specialist, Hawai‘i Very Special Arts; MS 1975, Arizona
MRAZEK, Susan, Junior Specialist; MA 2007, Hawai‘i
NISHITA, Chisui, Assistant Professor; PhD 2004, USC
OKAMOTO, Jeffrey, Principal Investigator and Clinical Director, Ideal Grant and MCH LEND faculty; MD
OZAKI, Rebecca, Associate Professor and Project Coordinator, Real Choices Project; PhD 1985, Michigan PARK, Hye Jin, Assistant Professor; PhD 2008, Columbia PICKLESIMER, Tammy, Assistant Specialist; MED 2003, Hawai‘i
RAJOURIA, Akol, Junior Specialist; PhD 2008, Hawai‘i
RATLIFE, Katherine T., Assistant Professor and Coordinator, Special Health Needs Initiative and MCH LEND faculty; PhD 1999, Stanford
ROBERTS, Kelly, Associate Professor; MA, Kean College; PhD 2003, Hawai‘i
SEN, Priscilla, Junior Specialist; MED 1999, Hawai‘i
SHEARER, Valerie, Junior Specialist; MA 1997, Hawai‘i
SHEEHAN, Meaghan, Junior Specialist; MA 2008, Hawai‘i
SKAGGS, Dawn, Junior Specialist; MA Ed 1992, U of Denver
SMITH, Julie K., Junior Specialist; PhD 2001, Florida
STODDEN, Norm Jean, Assistant Professor, Pacific Partnership; PhD 1976, Kansas
STODDEN, Robert A., Professor and Director, Center on Disability Studies; PhD 1976, Florida
TAKAHASHI, Kikko, Junior Specialist; MA 2000, Northwestern
TANAKA, Naomi L., Junior Specialist, MS 2000, Oregon
TOM, Tammy, Junior Specialist; MS 1998, Villanova
UEHARA, Denise, Assistant Professor; BA 1989, Hawai‘i; PhD 2003, Capella U
YAMAMOTO, Kathryn, Junior Specialist; MED 1998, Hawai‘i

*Dates and institutions of degrees are listed under *Faculty.*

YUEN, Joann, Associate Professor; MA 1981, EdD 2000, USC

Maternal and Child Health Leadership Education in Neurodevelopmental and Related Disabilities Program (MCH-LEND)

CARL MATSUURA, Wynerea M., Director of Nursing Services, Kapiolani Medical Center; PhD 2002, Hawai‘i
HIRAMATSU, Aileen H., Health Care Consultant; MBA 1980, Kansas State
INATSUKA, Takayu, Occupational Therapy and Early Childhood Development Consultant; BS 1962, Western Michigan
ING, Lia, Speech Pathologist of Rehabilitation Services, Kapiolani Medical Center; MS 2002, Hawai‘i
IWSHII, Louise K., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics; MCH LEND Principal Investigator; MD 1978, Hawai‘i
JOHNSON, Jean, Associate Professor; Associate Director, Center on Disability Studies; MCH LEND Faculty; DrPh 1992, Hawai‘i
KOHR, Melinda A., Licensed Psychologist; Clinical Faculty, John A. Burns School of Medicine; PhD 1995, Temple
LaFontaine, Susan S., Director of Rehabilitation Services, Kapiolani Medical Center; MPH 1985, Hawai‘i
LEW, Lucille L., Occupational Therapist of Rehabilitation Services, Kapiolani Medical Center; MS 1978, USC
MAEDA, Michelle J., Public Health Nutritionist, Dept. of Health, MS 1989, Case Western Reserve
MATAYOSHI, Ron, Director of International Programs, School of Social Work; MSW 1978, UC-Berkeley
OKAMOTO, Jeffrey, Assistant Professor of Pediatrics; MCH LEND Assistant Program Director; Pediatrics; MD 1988, Hawai‘i
OMORI, Julee, Jurer, in Dental Hygiene; MPH 1979, Hawai‘i
OTA, Ruth, Chief of Public Health; BSN 1963, Western Reserve; MPH 1990, Hawai‘i
PARLIN, Leolinda L., Community Health Care Consultant; Parent Faculty, John A. Burns School of Medicine; BS 1986, UH-Hilo
PATTINO, Marianne, Physical Therapist of Rehabilitation Services, Kapiolani Medical Center; DPT 2001, USC
TSE, Alice M., Associate Professor of Pediatrics; PhD 1991, Illinois-Chicago
WADAT, Margaret, Speech Pathologist Consultant; MS 1969, Hawai‘i

Faculty and Scholar Immigration Services

HAMADA, Linda E. Coordinator; BA 1971, PDE 1973, Hawai‘i
NAKAMURA, Signe R., Immigration Specialist; BA 2001, Hawai‘i; JD 2005, Temple
TOKODI, Kathy Y., Immigration Specialist
YOSHIDA, Diane M., Immigration Specialist

Office of Faculty Development and Academic Support

MEREDITH, Gerald M., Interim Chair and Specialist

Financial Aid Services

KUBA, Jodie, Director; BA 1989, MA 1992, Hawai‘i
BURT, Rose, Financial Aid Counselor; BA 2010, Hawai‘i
CHOCK, Hansford, Financial Aid Counselor; BA 1983, Hawai‘i
FELICIANO, Shunya Kuei, Financial Aid Counselor; BA 2006, Hawai‘i
GUM, Joyce, Financial Aid Counselor; BS 1975, Florida; MBA 1978, Chaminade
HIRONAKA, Tom, Financial Aid Counselor; BBA 1994, Hawai‘i
HOE, Brianne, Financial Aid Counselor; BBA 2010, Hawai‘i
HU, Herbert, Information Technology Specialist; BS 1998, Hawai‘i
KANDA, DYAN, Financial Aid Counselor; BA 2004, MEd 2007, Hawai‘i
MAGNO, Linda, Financial Aid Counselor; BS 1979, Hawai‘i
NAKASONE, Jacob, Financial Aid Counselor; BA 2004, Hawai‘i
NUSHIDA, Dean J., Financial Aid Counselor; BA 1981, Hawai‘i
OHITA, Baron, Financial Aid Counselor; BA 2000, Hawai‘i; MBA 2004, Chaminade-Hawai‘i
PAI, Sherni Ann, Financial Aid Counselor; BA 2001, Hawai‘i; MS 2006, National U
PASAOA, Nancy Joy, Financial Aid Counselor; BA 2001, Hawai‘i-West Oahu; MA 2006, Hawai‘i-Pacific
YOSHIMURA, Jamie, Assistant Director; BA 1988, Hawai‘i

First Year Programs
*FAKEUCHI, Leilani, Coordinator

General Education Office
*SAIMONS, Todd H., Faculty Administrator
FUJIKAWA, Lisa, Academic Coordinator; BA 1991, UC Berkeley; MA 1999, Hawai‘i

Graduate Division
*COOPER, Patricia C., Interim Dean
TOKUNO, Kenneth A., Associate Dean
ABAD, Michelle C., Student Services Specialist
BULOSAN-RANDOLPH, Diane M., Student Services Specialist
FUJII, Jason, Instructional and Student Support
HUI, Duncan, Information Technology Specialist
KAWAMURA, Kimberly N., Student Services Specialist
SHIROMA, Kiana Y., Instructional and Student Support
TAKAMATSU, Reid A., Instructional and Student Support
TSE, Darby W., Information Technology Specialist
UYEHARA-FUJII, Jarren, Director of Graduate Admissions
WAKITA, Masato, Instructional and Student Support
YOKOUCHI, Cindy N., Instructional and Student Support

Hawai‘i Institute of Geophysics and Planetology
*MOURINOS-MARK, Peter, Director
BALOGH, John, Facilities Planning/Design
BOYCE, Joseph, FCP Assistant Researcher
*GROEBER, Benjamin, Associate Researcher
*DOUSSET, Benoit, Assistant Researcher
*EDWARDS, Margaret H., Researcher
*ENGERT, Peter, Professor
*ERICKSEN, Todd, Assistant Specialist
*FAGENTS, Sarah, Associate Professor
*FLENN, Luke P., Associate Researcher
*FOSTER, James, Assistant Researcher
*FRENCH, Lloyd, Associate Specialist
*FRYER, Patricia, Planetary Scientist
FURUMOTO, Augustine, Emeritus Professor
GARBEIL, Harold, Facilities Planning and Design
*GARCES, Milton A., Associate Researcher
*GILLIS-DAVIS, Jeffery, Assistant Researcher
*HACKER, Peter W., Senior Research Scientist
*HAWKE, B. Ray, Planetary Scientist
*HERRERO-BERVERA, Emil, Geophysicist
*HEY, Richard, Geophysicist
*HORTON, Keith, Assistant Researcher
*HUSS, Gary, Researcher
*KEIL, Klaus, Planetary Scientist
KHAN, M. Asad, Emeritus Professor
KIMURA, Arthur, Academic Support

Hawai‘i Institute of Marine Biology
*LEONG, Jo-Anne C., Director and Professor
*ABBY, Greta S., Assistant Researcher
*ATKINSON, Marlin J., Professor
*AU, Whitol W. L., Researcher
BALAJADIA-POCHON, Alisia, Administrative Fiscal Support Specialist
BALL, Jane A., Assistant Director
BENNETT-WARD, Kelly, Adjunct Researcher
*BIDHARE, Robert, Researcher, Professor of Oceanography
BIRD, Christopher, Assistant Researcher
*BOWEN, Brian W., Researcher
CHAN, Yvonne, Assistant Researcher
COLES, Stephen L., Adjunct Researcher
COX, Evelyn, Co-operating Faculty
CULLEY, Alexander L., Assistant Researcher
CUNNINGHAM, David, Assistant Researcher
De MARTINI, Edward E., Adjunct Researcher
DI BATTISTA, Joseph, Assistant Researcher
*DRAZEN, Jeff C., Co-operating Faculty
*DONAHUE, Megan J., Assistant Researcher
EGGERS, Amy, Evolutionary Genetics Faculty Supervisor
FERNANDEZ-SILVA, Iris, Assistant Researcher
FORSMAN, Zac, Assistant Researcher
FOX, Kai, Assistant Researcher
*FRANKLIN, Erik C., Junior Specialist
FUKUNAGA, Atsuko, Assistant Researcher
*GODWIN, L. Scott, Research Specialist
*GATES, Ruth D., Associate Researcher
*GRAU, E. Gordon, Director, Sea Grant and Professor of Zoology
GROTE, Jana, Assistant Researcher
GUAYADOL, Ocar, Assistant Researcher
HAGEDORN, Mary M., Adjunct Researcher
*HECKMAN, Mark B., Junior Specialist
HELFRICH, Philip, Emeritus Director
HUGGETT, Megan J., Assistant Researcher
HIRANO, Tetsuya, Researcher
*HOLLAND, Kim N., Researcher
*HUNTER, Cynthia L., Co-operating Faculty
IGE, Stanley M., Institutional Support

Hawai‘i Natural Energy Institute
*ROCHELEAU, Richard E., Director
ANGELO, Michael S., Research Associate; BS 2004, Delaware
*ANTAL, Jr., Michael J., Coral Industries Professor of Renewable Energy Resources
*BETHUNE, Keith P., Assistant Specialist
*BOSQUET, Sverine, Assistant Researcher
*COONEY, Michael J., Associate Researcher
*CUI, Hong, Assistant Researcher
*DUBARRY, Matthieu, Assistant Researcher
*EGGERS, Amy, Evolutionary Genetics Faculty Supervisor
FERNANDEZ-SILVA, Iris, Assistant Researcher
FORSMAN, Zac, Assistant Researcher
FOX, Kai, Assistant Researcher
*FRANKLIN, Erik C., Junior Specialist
FUKUNAGA, Atsuko, Assistant Researcher
*GODWIN, L. Scott, Research Specialist
*GATES, Ruth D., Associate Researcher
*GRAU, E. Gordon, Director, Sea Grant and Professor of Zoology
GROTE, Jana, Assistant Researcher
GUAYADOL, Oscar, Assistant Researcher
HAGEDORN, Mary M., Adjunct Researcher
*HECKMAN, Mark B., Junior Specialist
HELFRICH, Philip, Emeritus Director
HUGGETT, Megan J., Assistant Researcher
HIRANO, Tetsuya, Researcher
*HOLLAND, Kim N., Researcher
*HUNTER, Cynthia L., Co-operating Faculty
IGE, Stanley M., Institutional Support

KIMURA, Rene, Academic Support
*KROT, Alexander, Researcher
*LIEBERT, Barry R., Associate Specialist
*LUCY, Paul G., Planetary Scientist
MARTEL, Linda, Academic Support
*MANGHANI, Muruk, Geophysicist
*MARTINEZ, Fernando, Associate Researcher
*MING, Li-Chung, Geophysicist
*MISRA, Anupam, Associate Researcher
*NAGASHIMA, Kazuhide, Associate Specialist
*NIelsen, Specialist
PETERSON, Chris, Academic Support
*PORTER, John, Associate Researcher
*PORTMERA, James, Assistant Specialist
*RINER, Miriam, Assistant Researcher
*ROGNSTAD, Mark, Associate Researcher
*SCOTT, Edward R. D., Planetary Scientist
*SHARMA, Shiv K., Associate Director and Geophysicist
SISTOSO, Marcia Rei, Institutional Support
*TAYLOR, G. Jeffrey, Planetary Scientist
*THOMAS, Donald M., Geochemist
*WATANABE, Daniel, Professor
*WILKENS, Roy, Researcher
*WILLIAMS, Timothy, Engineering Facility Manager
*WINTER, Michael, Hyperspectral Imaging and Data Specialist
*WOLFE, Cecily, Assistant Researcher
WOOD, Mark, Scientific Instrument Specialist
*WRIGHT, Robert, Assistant Researcher
*ZININ, Pavel, Associate Researcher

Hawai‘i Natural Energy Institute
*ROCHELEAU, Richard E., Director
*STIMSON, John, Co-operating Faculty
SUNADA, Yoko, Assistant Researcher
*SUFIN, Alexander, Adjunct Researcher
*TAMARRU, Clyde, Co-operating Faculty
*THOMAS, Florence J. M., Associate Researcher
*TOONEN, Robert J., Assistant Researcher
*TRAPIDO-ROSENTHAL, H. G., Adjunct Researcher
*TRICAS, Timothy, Co-operating Faculty
*WICK, Thierry, Adjunct Researcher
*YONEMOTO, Erin, Administrative Officer
*YOST, Denise, Assistant Researcher

*Dates and institutions of degrees are listed under “Faculty.”
**Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium**

FLYNN, Luke, Director, Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium

*TAYLOR, G. Jeffrey, Associate Director, (Space Science), Hawai‘i’s Space Grant Consortium

*HAWKE, B. Ray, Associate Director (Outreach), Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium

*SCOTT, Edward R., Associate Director (Fellowship), Hawai‘i Space Grant Consortium

COIMBRA, Carlos, Associate Director (Aerospace), Hawai‘i’s Space Grant Consortium

**Hawai‘i State Center for Nursing**

TIWANAK, Carl F., Director; BS 1971, U of San Francisco; MBA 1996, Chaminade

LEVASSEUR, Sandra, Associate Director, Research and Associate Professor of Nursing; BS 1983, Hawai‘i; MS 1993, La Trobe; PhD 2005, Monash U

MARK, Debra, Nurse Researcher and Assistant Professor; BS 1981, Oregon Health Sciences U; MS 1981, Hawai‘i; PhD 2001, George Mason

**Hawai‘i Undersea Research Laboratory**

*WILTSHIRE, John C., Director and Associate Chair of Ocean and Resource Engineering

*CHAVE, Z., Technology Specialist

*CREMER, Maximilian D., Assistant Specialist

*GRESHON, Bernard Dandridge, Specialist

*KELLEY, Christopher D., Associate Specialist

*MALAHOFF, Alexander, Emeritus Professor of Oceanography

ORANGE, Rachel S., Junior Specialist

*SMITH, John R., Jr., Specialist

**Honors Program**

*HUNT, Terry, Director

*SHIROMA, Kiuna, Junior Specialist

SHARMA, Sheila, Education Specialist

**Industrial Relations Center**

*NAYFE, Joyce M., Director and Researcher

**Information Technology Services**

LASSNER, David K., Vice President for Information Technology and Chief Information Officer; AB 1976, MS 1981, Illinois; PhD 1998, Hawai‘i

CHAN, Kenrick, Academic Technology Services; BEd 1985, MEd 1991, Hawai‘i

ENDO, Darrell, Technology Infrastructure; BA 1980, Hawai‘i; AS 1987, Kapi‘olani Community College

HODGES, Michael, Technology Infrastructure; BS 1984, Hawai‘i

INOUE, Susan K., Management Information Systems; BBA 1979, Hawai‘i

ITO, Jodi-Ann Y., Office of VP for IT & CIO; BS 1982, MS 1987, Hawai‘i

KAWACHI, Janice, Technology Infrastructure; BBA 1972, Hawai‘i

KAWADA, Carline, Academic Technology Services; AA 1987, Maui Community College; BA 1989, Hawai‘i

KAWANO, Cara, Technology Infrastructure; BS 1984, Hawai‘i

LIU, Roy, Academic Technology Services; BA 1995, Hawai‘i

MAKIGUCHI, Osamu, Academic Technology Services; BA 1992, Hawai‘i

MORITA, Harry, Technology Infrastructure; BS 1970, Hawai‘i

NAKAHARA, Kenneth, Management Information Systems; BS 1961, Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo

ODO, Lynn, Management Information Systems; BS 1982, MBA 1992, Hawai‘i

OKIMOTO, Hae K., Academic Technology Services; BS 1976, MS 1982, UH

POLO, Julio, Technology Infrastructure; BS 1988, Hawai‘i

SAKATA, Steven, Technology Infrastructure; BS 1989, Hawai‘i

SHINSANO, Craig, Administrative Services; BBA 1974, Hawai‘i

YAMASHITA, Scott A., Administrative Services; BEd 1983, Hawai‘i; MBA 1987, Hofstra

YOSHIOKA, Carl, Technology Infrastructure; BS 1990, Hawai‘i

ZANE, Christopher K., Technology Infrastructure; BS 1994, Hawai‘i

**Institutional Research Office**

STANLEY, John C., Institutional Analyst; BA 2001, UT Austin; MS 2009, Hawai‘i

YOUNG, Michael, Institutional Analyst; BA 1977, MEd 1979, Hawai‘i; PhD 1986, Wisconsin

**Center for Institutional Support**

MEREDITH, Gerald M., Interim Chair and Specialist

FUJIMOTO, Clifford K., Educational Specialist; BA 1974, Hawai‘i

HART, Alfred, Media Specialist; BA 2002, Kalamazoo College

IHA, Walter Gene, Electronics Technician

IKEI, Kibe K., Graphics Specialist; BFA 1968, MEd 1979, Hawai‘i

NAKAMURA, Mark, Graphics Specialist; BArch 1982, Hawai‘i

TOKUNAGA, Robert T., Electronics Technician

**Center for Teaching Excellence**

HENRY, Duane, Coordinator-TA and Professional Development; BA 2001, U of Stirling; MA 2005, Hawai‘i

*KANE, Kathleen O., Specialist

*WENDEROTH, Valeria, Assistant Specialist

**Faculty Mentoring Program**

*KANE, Kathleen O., Specialist and Director

**Office of Intercollegiate Athletics**

DOJOVAN, Jim, Athletic Director; BA 1982, MIB 1985, Hawai‘i

CLAPP, Carl R., Associate Athletics Director; BA 1981, UC Santa Barbara; MA 1985, Arizona

MONIZ, Kaiochuan, Marylin M., Associate Athletics Director/Senior Woman Administrator; BA 1976, JD 1979, Hawai‘i

MCNAMARA, John P., Associate Athletics Director; BS 1979, Hawai‘i

OKAMURA, Karen, Administrative/Personnel Officer, BA 1998, Hawai‘i

ORIDE, David K., Senior Fiscal Officer; BBA 1984, MBA 1988, Hawai‘i

NUIBE, Michele C., Fiscal Officer; BBA 1984, MBA 1990, Hawai‘i

ORIDE, David K., Fiscal Officer; BBA 1984, MBA 1990, Hawai‘i

PAREDES, L. S., Senior Director of Administration; BS 1985, American River; DC 1992, Palmer College of Chiropractic-West

*PIAVIS, William J., Junior Researcher

*RESHETENKO, Tatyana V., Junior Researcher

*ST-PIERRE, Jean, Researcher

*STAAK MANN, Milton, Assistant Specialist

*TAKAHASHI, Patrick K., Emeritus Director and Specialist

*TOMPSON, Priscilla C., Assistant Specialist

*TURN, Scott Q., Researcher

*VAGADORI, Peter, Assistant Specialist

*VEGA, Luis A., Specialist

*VIRRI, Maheloo H., Assistant Specialist

YONEMURA, Sandra M., Program Assistant

*YOZA, Brandon A., Assistant Researcher

*YU, Jain, Associate Professor

*ZHAI, Yunfeng, Junior Researcher

**International Pacific Research Center**

*MCREARY, Julian P., Jr., Director and Professor of Oceanography

*MAGAARD, Lorenz, Executive Associate Director and Professor of Oceanography

YOSHIMURA, Sachihiro, Liaison Officer

*ANNAMALAI, H., Assistant Researcher

*ENDO, Takahiro, Visiting Assistant Researcher

*FU, Xiaohua, Assistant Researcher

*HACKER, Peter, Researcher

*HAMEED, Saij, Assistant Researcher

*HAMILTON, Kevin P., Professor of Meteorology

*JENSEN, Tommy, Associate Researcher

*KOBASHI, Fumiaki, Visiting Researcher

*LEBEDEV, Konstantin, Visiting Researcher

*LI, Tim, Associate Professor of Meteorology

MAXIMENKO, Nikolai, Associate Researcher

*MITSUDERA, Humio, Visiting Researcher/Leader

*NONAKA, Masami, Visiting Assistant Researcher

*POTEMRA, James, Assistant Researcher

*QU, Tangdong, Associate Researcher

*RICHARDS, Kelvin, Professor of Oceanography

*SCHNEIDER, Niklas, Associate Professor of Oceanography

*WANG, Bin, Professor of Meteorology

*WANG, Dallin, Associate Researcher

*WANG, Yunqing, Associate Researcher

*WASEDA, Taiji, Visiting Researcher

*XIE, Shang-Ping, Professor of Meteorology

*YAREMCHUK, Max, Associate Researcher

*YU, Zunjuan, Associate Researcher

*YUAN, Gang, Assistant Researcher

**International Student Services**

*DUCKWORTH, Linda, Director

*ALLEN, Raymond W., International Student Advisor

*NGO, Viet, International Student Advisor

*STAFF, Martha C., Assistant Director

**John F. Kennedy Theatre**

*MYERS, Martha, Theater Manager; BA 1975, Stanford; MA 1977, Wisconsin

*KAWAOKA, Gerald, Theater Technician; BA 1978, Hawai‘i

*KHAUER, Hannah K., Theater Technician

*YU, Zunjuan, Associate Researcher

**Laboratory Animal Service**

*KONO, Syuichi Y., Director; DVM 1980, Washington State

*HASHIMOTO, Caryn, Research Associate Supervisor, Mänoa; BS 1988, Iowa State

*MAGNO, Norman K., Compliance Officer; BS 1983, MS 1986, Hawai‘i

*MATASSA, John, Administrative Officer, Kaka‘ako; PhD 1998, Hawai‘i

*OKAMURA, Karen, Administrative Personnel Officer, Mänoa; BBA 1985, Hawai‘i

*QUITAZOL, Rosendo, Research Associate Supervisor, Kaka‘ako; BEd 1981, BS 1989, Hawai‘i

*STAFF, Martha C., Assistant Director

**Language Learning Center**

*MILLER, David V., Director; BA 1971, George Washington; EdD 1975, EdD 1987, Rutgers

*ARAKAWA, Nancy C., Recording Specialist; BA 1971, Hawai‘i

*CHEE, Clayon K. T., Media Specialist; BA 1989, Hawai‘i

*KOBAYASHI, Katsumi, Educational Support; BFA 1964, MFA 1966, Hawai‘i

*MEDINA, Richard A., IT Specialist; BS 1996, MS 2007, New Mexico Highlands

*OHASHI, Timothy, Electronic Technician

*TOM, Daniel, Program Coordinator; AB 1968, Dartmouth; MA 1971, Washington; MA 1978, Hawai‘i

*Dates and institutions of degrees are listed under “Faculty.”

WONG, Robert Y. T., Electronics Technician

Learning Assistance Center

WOODRUFF, Rosemarie V., Associate Specialist

PANG, Adam Q., Junior Specialist

Harold L. Lyon Arboretum

DUNN, Christopher F., Director; PhD 1985, Wisconsin

Ats, Clarence, Facilities Maintenance

BAKER, Raymond F., Research Associate; BS 1967, Michigan

CONNOLLY, Steven, Arborist; BS 2004, Northern Michigan

DUNN, Liloa, Ethnobotanic Gardner; MS 2005, Hawai‘i

FUSISAKI, Hajime, Botanic Gardner; BS 2008, Hawai‘i

HIGASHI, Derek, Office Assistant

HUPPMAN, Elizabeth, Research Associate; MS 1983, Hawai‘i

KITAJIMA, Alice, Botanic Gardner; BS 2001, Berkeley

KROLIKOWSKI, James, Education Specialist; BS 2002, Teaching Cert. 2003, Evergreen College

LAUGHLIN, Jill, Education Specialist; BA 1992, Hawai‘i

NAKAMURA, Carol, Agricultural Technician; BS 1982, Hawai‘i

SEARS, Richard, Education Specialist; MA, 2007, Hawai‘i

SHIHANO, Destin, Administrative Officer; BBA 1979, Hawai‘i

SHIGEMATSU, Karen, Research Associate; BS 1972, MS 1980, Hawai‘i

SUGII, Nellie, Junior Researcher; BS 1980, MS 1982, Hawai‘i

Affiliates

*CRILEY, Richard A., Professor and Researcher in Tropical Plant and Social Science, CTAHR

MOOD, John., Research Affiliate; BS 1967, Pennsylvania State U; MA 1976, U of Guam

STAPLES, George III, Research Affiliate; BA 1975, MS 1979, Florida Atlantic; AM 1984, PhD 1987, Harvard

WHISTLER, W. Arthur, Adjunct Associate Professor and Research Affiliate; BA 1965, U of Riverside; MA 1967, UC Santa Barbara; PhD 1979, Hawai‘i

Joint Institute for Marine and Atmospheric Research

Fellows

*SCHROEDER, Thomas A., Director and Associate Professor of Meteorology

*BARNES, Gary M., Professor of Meteorology

BERNARD, Eddie N., Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory; BS 1960, Lamar; MS 1970, PhD 1976, Texas A&M

BRILL, Richard, Director, Cooperative Marine Education and Research Program, Virginia Institute of Marine Science, Northeast Fisheries Science Center, National Marine Fisheries Service; BA 1970, Lafayette College; MS 1974, Northeastern; PhD 1979, Hawai‘i

*BUSINGER, Steven, Professor of Meteorology

*FIRING, Eric, Associate Professor of Oceanography

*FLETCHER, Charles H., III, Professor of Geology

HARRISON, Donald Edmunds, Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory; BA 1972, Reed College; MS 1973, PhD 1977, Harvard

*JIN, Fei-Fei, Professor of Meteorology

JOHNSON, Gregory C., Oceanographer, Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory; BS 1985, Bates College; PhD 1991, MIT and Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

KESSLER, William S., Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory; BS 1982, San Francisco State College; PhD 1989, Washington


LINDSTROM, Daniel, Specialist, SOEST; BS 1985, Westminster College; MS 1991, Boston; PhD 1998, Hawai‘i

*LUKAS, Roger, Professor of Oceanography

*LUTHER, Douglas, Professor of Oceanography

MARKS, Frank D., Jr., Head of Field Programs, NOAA/AOHL/RD; PhD 1980, MIT

*McCREARY, Julian P., Jr., Professor of Oceanography

McPHERSON, Michael J., Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory; BS 1974, SUNY; PhD 1980, UC San Diego

*MERRIFIELD, Mark A., Associate Professor of Oceanography

MOORE, Dennis W., Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory; BA 1961, MA 1963, PhD 1968, Harvard

POLOVIN, Jeffrey, Pacific Islands Fisheries Science Center, National Marine Fisheries Service; BS 1970, Carnegie-Mellon; PhD 1974, UC Berkeley

POWELL, Mark, Research Scientist, NOAA/AOHL/RD; BS 1975, Florida State; MS 1978, Penn State; PhD 1988, Florida State

SIBERT, John, Program Manager, Pelagic Fisheries Research Program; BA 1962, MS 1963, U of the Pacific; PhD 1968, Columbia

*WANG, Bin, Professor of Meteorology

Mānoa Advising Center

*MAKINO-KANEHiro, Megumi L., Director and Assistant Specialist

*BIGUS, Michiko N., Junior Specialist

*ISAKI, Rayna A., Junior Specialist

*SUMIDA, Comfort M., Junior Specialist

Mānoa Writing Program

*HENSEY, Jim, Director

FUJIKAWA, Lisa, Academic Coordinator; BA 1991, UC Berkeley; MA 1999, Hawai‘i

Marine Option Program

*HUNTER, Cynthia, Director

Spark Matsunaga Institute for Peace and Conflict Resolution

Sakai, Diane C., Administrative and Fiscal Support Specialist; EdD 1972, Hawai‘i

SMOKE, Anne Marie, Program Manager and Education Specialist; BA 1985, Central Michigan; MS 2007, Hawai‘i

Military Science Program

MACKAY, Kevin, Director

National Student Exchange

DAVIS, Sandra K., Coordinator

Native Hawaiian Academic Services

FUROMANAWANUI, Isane, Coordinator, Kule‘i Project, Native Hawaiian Academic Services; BA 1993, MEd 2005, Hawai‘i

Outreach College

*CHISMAR, William C., Dean

*ABE, Harriet Y., Associate Dean

BRANDMAN, Ann D., Public Information Officer; BA 1973, NYU

HAGA, Lance S., Education Specialist; BA 1999, Hawai‘i

KASHIWABARA, Erena, Administrative Officer; BA 1995, Hawai‘i

KOYAMATSU, Lynn, Education Specialist; BA 1989, Hawai‘i

LAORON, Patrick, Administrative and Fiscal Support Specialist; BA 1998, Hawai‘i

LEE, Natalie, Graphic Artist; BFA 1983, Hawai‘i

MISAKI, Lianne K., Personnel Officer, BA 2007, Hawai‘i

MIYAMOTO, Lisa K., Fiscal Accounting Specialist; BS 2000, Hawai‘i

MURATA, Vivian N., Student Services Specialist; BA 1982, Hawai‘i

NAKAMURA, Melissa L. M., Education Specialist; BA 2000, Hawai‘i

NAKANODAKARI, Lisa M., Student Services Specialist; BA 1982, Hawai‘i

RANNEY, Laura, Educational and Academic Support Specialist; BA 1992, San Diego State

*RUGGIERO, Edward, Junior Specialist

*SMITH, Shira, Junior Specialist

Pacific Biosciences Research Center

OSTRANDER, Gary K., Interim Director and Professor of Biochemical Oncology and Marine Biology

DUNLAP, Marilyn F., Interim Associate Director and Specialist

*ALLEN, Richard D., Emeritus Professor of Microbiology

*CHANG, Healani, Program Director, Pacific Region Diabetes Education Program (PRIDE); and Associate Specialist

*CROWELL, David H., Emeritus Professor of Psychology; BS 1946, Drew; PhD 1950, Iowa

*JONES, Bradley R., Associate Specialist

Biotechnology Program

*PATIL, Suresh S., Emeritus Researcher in Plant Pathology

*MOCZ, Gabor, Specialist

Kewalo Marine Laboratory

*MARTINDALE, Mark E., Program Director and Researcher

*HADFIELD, Michael G., Professor of Zoology

*RICHMOND, Robert H., Researcher

*SEAVER, Elaine, Associate Researcher

Center for Conservation Research and Training

*KANEHiro, Kenneth Y., Program Director and Researcher

*COWIE, Robert H., Researcher

*HAYES, Kenneth A., Assistant Researcher

*HOLLAND, Brenden, Assistant Researcher

*KAPAN, Durrell D., Assistant Researcher

*KIDO, Michael H., Research Associate

*YOSHINAGA, Alvin, Junior Researcher

Hawai‘i Conservation Alliance

*KANEHiro, Kenneth Y., Executive Director and Researcher

*Dates and institutions of degrees are listed under “Faculty.”
**Minority Undergraduate Research Training**
- HADFIELD, Michael G., Program Director, Undergraduate Mentoring in the Biological Sciences Program (URM); and Professor of Zoology
- RICHMOND, Robert H., Program Director, NSF-ATE Partnership for Advanced Marine and Environmental Science Training for Pacific Islanders; and Researcher

**Molecular Endocrinology Program**
- BRYANT-GREENWOOD, Gillian D., Program Director and Professor of Cell and Molecular Biology

**Békésy Neurobiography Program**
- HARTLINE, Daniel K., Program Director and Researcher

**Pacific Mapping Program**
- SAXENA, Narenda K., Professor and Director

### Office of the Registrar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position and Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAU, Stuart D.</td>
<td>University Registrar; BBA 1987, Hawai'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASHIDA, Christina</td>
<td>Student Services Specialist; BA 1999, Hawai'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIN, Lorraine M.</td>
<td>Assistant Registrar; BS 1973, MEd 1975, Hawai'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUJIMOTO, Jessica</td>
<td>Records Specialist; BA 2009, Hawai'i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMAI, Lisa K. K.</td>
<td>Course Catalog Specialist; BBA 2000, Hawai'i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Office of Research Services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position and Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FONG, Tai-Tim</td>
<td>Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KING, Nancy</td>
<td>Associate Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASATO, Lenora</td>
<td>Compliance Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHONG, Susan</td>
<td>Assistant to Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOY-HOW, Dawn</td>
<td>PFS Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHIY, Wilbert</td>
<td>Senior Accountant, Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHUN, Russell</td>
<td>Administrative Officer, POC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COGBILL, Samantha</td>
<td>Senior Accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOO-MORRIS, Kristy</td>
<td>PFS Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FERNANDO, Tautu</td>
<td>Contracts Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUKUDA, Lane</td>
<td>ISS Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GANESATHASAN, Menah</td>
<td>Senior Accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOULDERN, Ronald</td>
<td>Applications Developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUSHIKEN, Kellei</td>
<td>Contracts Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALASZYN, Jennifer</td>
<td>Contracts and Grants Administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANADA, Royce</td>
<td>IT Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HANAOKA, Kevin</td>
<td>Cost Studies and Rate Analyst Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUANG, Vicky</td>
<td>Senior Accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUNDITTOF, Barbara</td>
<td>Contracts Specialist, POC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IWATA, Harrison</td>
<td>Accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAKUGAWA, Paul</td>
<td>Pre-Award Specialist (Research)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KEKINA, Donna</td>
<td>Accounts Receivable Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIM, Dawn</td>
<td>Compliance Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOJIMA, Dina</td>
<td>Senior Accountant, Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KUNITMITSU, Kiiami</td>
<td>Accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KUNITOMO, Lisa</td>
<td>Compliance Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAGONDINO, Charlene</td>
<td>Senior Accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LARSON, Sue</td>
<td>Pre-Award Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEE, Cindy</td>
<td>Cost Studies and Rate Analyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUK, Charles</td>
<td>PFS Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUM-HO, Jacqueline</td>
<td>Senior Accountant, Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA, Aileen</td>
<td>Accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGARIFUJI, Joy</td>
<td>Accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARI, Aimée</td>
<td>Cost Studies and Rate Analyst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATSUNAGA, Karen</td>
<td>Accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MITAKE, Naomi</td>
<td>Pre-Award Assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORIMOTO, Michael</td>
<td>IT Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MURAOKA, Aaron</td>
<td>Accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUZZATI, Claire</td>
<td>Contracts Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAKAMURA, Dennis</td>
<td>Compliance Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOSA, Steven</td>
<td>Contracts Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSHIRO, Stacey</td>
<td>HR Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RODIL, Marcel</td>
<td>Accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAKUMOTO, Georgette</td>
<td>Pre-Award Assistant (Non-Research)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIBUYA, Gail</td>
<td>Senior Accountant, Team Leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHING, Man See</td>
<td>Contracts Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAKIGUCHI, Cindy</td>
<td>Administrative Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANABE, Curtis</td>
<td>Contracts Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEFFT, Andrew</td>
<td>eRA Project Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TERAMOTO, Jennifer</td>
<td>Contracts Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMAS, Abigail</td>
<td>Accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UYEDA, Jean</td>
<td>Closeout Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATANABE, Scot</td>
<td>Senior Accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIA, Guilan</td>
<td>Accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YABUI, Mark</td>
<td>Contracts Specialist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAMA, Joanne</td>
<td>Interim PFA and PFS Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOSHINAGA, Darce</td>
<td>Contracts and Grants Administrative Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOSHINAGA, Kathleen</td>
<td>Pre-Award Specialist (NSF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YUAN, Gang</td>
<td>IT Specialist</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sea Grant College Program**
- GRAU, E. Gordon, Director
- LERNER, Darren, Associate Director
- OKIMOTO, Darren K., Extension Leader
- BURKETT, Maxine, Director, Center for Island Climate Adaptation and Policy
- HOPKINS, Kevin, Director for Sustainable Aquaculture
- KONAN, Denise, Director, Center for Sustainable Coastal Tourism
- MENER, Stephen, Director, Center for Smart Building and Community Design
- SERAPHIN, Katana, Director, Center for Marine Science Education
- ANDERSON, Tiffany, Assistant Extension Agent
- ASQUITH, Adam, Associate Specialist
- BARRETT, Jennifer, Assistant Extension Agent
- ROHLANDER, Andrew, Assistant Extension Agent
- CAREY, John J., Associate Specialist
- GONGER, Christopher, Assistant Extension Agent
- DONOHUE, Mary J., Program Specialist
- ELLIS, Eileen, Junior Specialist
- EVERSOLE, Dolan, Assistant Extension Agent
- FORD, Murray, Assistant Extension Agent
- HARDING, Kimberlee, Assistant Extension Agent
- HAWS, Maria C., Pearl Research and Training Director
- HOWERTON, Robert D., Assistant Specialist
- HWANG, Dennis, Specialist
- KNAPMAN, Lucinda, Communications Leader
- MAYNARD, Elizabeth K., Assistant Extension Agent
- OWENS, Tara, Assistant Extension Agent
- PECK, Sara J., Associate Extension Agent
- RAPPA, Peter J., County Extension Agent
- TEMPLE, Ephraim, Junior Extension Agent
- WANGER, Jolie, Assistant Extension Agent

**Service Learning**
- PASCUA, Atina T., Assistant Specialist

**Social Science Research Institute**
- KAMEOKA, Velma A., Director
- ALLEN, Rose-Anne, Administrative and Fiscal Support Specialist; BA 1997, Hawai'i
- BURNETT, Kimberly, Assistant Specialist in UHERO Project
- DACQUEL, Glenn, Administrative and Fiscal Support Specialist; BBA 2002, Hawai'i
- FUJIOKA, Calvin, Administrative Officer; BFA 1980, Hawai'i
- INAZU, Judith K., Associate Director and Specialist
- KODAMA-NISHIMOTO, Michiko, Research Associate in Center for Oral History; BA 1975, Hawai'i
- MARKER, Nancy L., Educational Specialist; BA 1974, Missouri
- MATSUDA, David, Administrative Officer; BA 1998, Hawai'i
- NISHIMOTO, Warren, Director, Center for Oral History; BA 1972, Illinois; MA 1977, Washington; PhD 2002, Hawai'i
- NOHARA, Lauriann, Administrative and Fiscal Support Specialist; BBA 2008, BA 2008, Hawai'i
- OKAMURA, Norman, Specialist, Telecommunications Policy
- OSHIRO, Cynthia, Publication Specialist in Center for Oral History; BA 1972, Hawai'i; MA 1978, Oregon
- RAGONTON, Jolynal, Administrative Officer; BBA 2003, Hawai'i
- ROBILLARD, Albert B., Associate Professor of Sociology
- UCHIGAKUCHI, Patrick, Associate Specialist in MHT-SIG Project
- YAKUBU-MURAMOTO, Christine, Administrative and Fiscal Support Specialist; BA 1994, Hawai'i
- YAMADA, Holly, Research Associate in Center for Oral History; BA 1983, Hawai'i

**Student Affairs**
- HERNANDEZ, Francisco J., Vice Chancellor for Students; BA 1970, UC Berkeley; MA 1978, PhD 1982, Stanford
- AGBAYANI, Anell, Director, Student Equity and Diversity
- AH SAM, Anna, Associate Specialist, Student Equity, Excellence and Diversity
- AU, Leilani L., Educational Coordinator, Children's Center; ME 2000, Hawai'i
- AUYONG, Pua, Education Specialist, Student Equity, Excellence and Diversity; BA 1979, Hawai'i; MNF 2003, Regis
- BAUTISTA, Clement, Director, Office of Multicultural Student Services; BA 1984, MPP 1997, Chicago
- BAXA, Gari V., Junior Specialist, Student Life and Development
- BILL, Teresa J., Assistant Specialist, Program Coordinator, Bridge to Hope, Women’s Center
- BLAKELEY, Karen, Student Services Specialist, Student Housing Services; BS 1976, BA 1979, MA 1981, Hawai'i
- BROOKS-HARRIS, Jeff E., Associate Specialist, Counseling and Student Development Center
- BURKE, Becky A., Early Childhood Specialist I, Children's Center; BA 2001, Hawai'i
- CABATINGAN, Alvin, Information Technology Specialist, Student Housing Services; BS 1994, Hawai'i
- CABUSLAY, Brenda L., Information Technology Specialist, VCS for Students; BA 2000, Hawai'i
- CAMPOS, Joseph, Assistant Specialist, University Health Services; BA 1992, BA 1993, MA 1993, PhD 2005, Hawai'i
- CHIA, Sarah, Junior Specialist, Student Life and Development
- CHING, Kevin K. L., Media Specialist, University Health Services; BA 2003, Hawai'i
- CHISH, Sheni Grace, Administrative Assistant, University Health Service; BS 2004, Hawai'i
- CHONG-RAPPA, Myrtle, Director, Center for Career Development & Student Employment; BA 1976, Hawai'i
- CHONG, Gwen, Auxiliary Specialist, KOKUA Program; BEd 1984, Hawai'i
- CHOW, Winston, IT Specialist, Student Housing Services; BA 2002, Hawai'i
- CHOW, Jenny, Instructional and Student Support Specialist, Center for Career Development & Student Employment; BA 2006, Hawai'i

*Dates and institutions of degrees are listed under "Faculty."
CUARESMA, Charlene, Institutional Support Specialist, Student Equity, Excellence & Diversity; B.A. 1975, MPH 1981, Hawai'i
DENIS, Felise, Early Childhood Specialist II, Children's Center; BA 1994, Hawai'i
DROMBIEGUES, Clinton, Environmental Safety Specialist II, Student Housing Services
*DUSTERHAUS, Robert, Assistant Specialist, Student Life and Development
ENG, Wen Dee, Early Childhood Specialist II, Children's Center; BS 1992, Hawai'i
*FEGAN, Andrew M., Assistant Specialist, University Health Services; BS 1967, MEd 1980, Washington
FLYNN, Timothy, Resident Director, Student Housing Services; MEd 2008, USC
FONG, Felicia, Administrative and Fiscal Support, Student Housing Services; BA 2005, Hawai'i
*FRANK, Jennifer E., Specialist, Physician, University Health Services, Assistant Clinical Professor, JABSOM
*FUJIMOTO-IKUMA, Aileen, Assistant Specialist, Center for Career Development & Student Employment
FURUTANI, Carl, Student Services Specialist, Student Life and Development; BEd 1978, MEd 1980, Hawai'i
FURUTANI, Laurie H., Student Services Specialist, Student Life and Development; BS 1978, Hawai'i
GOMES, Lenore Ku‘ameaaloha, Student Services Specialist; BA 1991, M磷 1993, Hawai'i
GONGORA, Jennifer, Early Childhood Specialist II, Children's Center; BA 1998, Hawai'i
*GOO, Male, Assistant Specialist, Student Equity, Excellence & Diversity
*GUERERO, Adriana, Student Services Specialist, Office of Multicultural Student Services; BS 1988, Hawai'i
HAIRGROVE, Stephanie, Student Housing Services; MS 2008, Western Illinois
HAMAKAWA, Shirley S., Administrative Officer, Student Affairs; BBA 1972, Hawai'i
*HARMS, Joan, Specialist, VC for Students
HARTWELL, Jay C., Junior Specialist, Student Life and Development
HATFIELD, Josie, Residential Life Coordinator II, Student Housing Services; MA 1998, Ball State
HAWK, Alan B., Specialist and Psychiatrist, Counseling and Student Development Center
*HENRIE, James R., Associate Specialist, Counseling and Student Development Center
HIGASHIYAMA, Lori, Administrative Officer II, Student Housing Services; BEd 1987, Hawai'i
HILL, Andrea, Early Childhood Specialist II, Children's Center; BA 1992, Hawai'i
HIMEDA, Gwen K., Early Childhood Specialist I, Children's Center; BS 2001, Hawai'i
*HIASA, Lloyd L., Specialist, Student Life and Development
HIU, Sharon, Specialist, Physician, University Health Services; BS 1987, DO 1982, WUHS
HONG, Leslie Ann, Personnel Officer, Student Housing Services; BS 2004, Hawai'i
*HOWA, Dean “Dede”, Junior Specialist, Alcohol and Other Drug Education Program Counselor, University Health Services
HILLYARD, Terry Jr., Student Housing Services; MEd 2005, Hawai'i
*IDETA, Lori, M., Assistant Vice Chancellor and Dean of Students; BEd 1990, MEd 1992, EdD 1996, Hawai'i
IMMININGS, Michael, Residential Life Coordinator II, Student Housing Services; MA 2001, Western Kentucky
ITO, Vanessa M., Counselor, KOKUA Program; BS 1998, MSW 2001, Hawai'i
ITO, Ann, Director, KOKUA Program; BA 1966, MSW 1969, Hawai'i
*JAVINAR, Jan M., Director, Student Life and Development
JOHNSON, Andrew P., Student Services Specialist, Student Life and Development; BA 1983, Hawai'i
KADOHIRO, Ava S., Student Services Specialist, Counselor and Student Development Center; BS 1989, Hawai'i
KAPITIK, Michael, Director, Student Housing Services; MEd 1998, Texas
KAWACHI, Gary, Administrative Officer, Student Equity, Excellence & Diversity
KAWANISHI, Ty M., Information Technology Specialist, VC for Students; BBA 2001, MEd 2004, Hawai'i
KHAW, Denise, Student Housing Services; MEd 2009, USC
KIKUCHI, Sean T., Administrative Officer, Student Affairs; BA 1996, Hawai'i
*KIKuchi, K., Christine, Associate Specialist, Student Life and Development
*KITAGAWA-AKAGI, Lisa C., Junior Specialist, Student Life and Development
KOCKLER, Mike, Student Life Services Associate, Student Life and Development; BS 1984, American U; MSt 1989, Boston College
KONO, Kevin S., Administrative Officer, Children's Center; BS 1977, Hawai'i
KUWAHARA, K, Early Childhood Specialist I, Children's Center; BEd 1991, Hawai'i
KUWAHARA, Rhieta H., Early Childhood Specialist III, Children's Center; BEd 1991, Hawai'i
KYONO, Shawn, Student Services Specialist, Student Life and Development; BBA 2004, Hawai'i
LAMBERT, Sally J., Early Childhood Specialist I, Children's Center; BS 1994, Hawai'i
LEACH, Elizabeth, Student Housing Services; MA 2009, U of Denver
LEAGASPI, Sheryl, Counselor, KOKUA Program
LEE, Lanting C., Learning Resource Specialist, KOKUA Program; BA 1976, Hawai'i; MA 1977, Wisconsin-Madison; PhD 1992, Hawai'i
LEE, Stephanie, Judicial Affairs Specialist, Office of Judicial Affairs; BA 2006, Hawai'i
LÜMENG, Amy, Specialist, Physician, University Health Services; BA 1993, BS 1993, MD 1997, UC San Diego
MACHADO, Dale, UH Electronics Technician, Student Life and Development; BA 1974, Hawai'i
MAESAKA, Gina, Counselor, Student Services Specialist, College Opportunities Program; BA 1987, MEd 1991, Hawai'i
*MAGLAYA, Michael, Assistant Specialist and Director of College Opportunities Program; Manawa Kiipono
*MALATE, Agnes R., Junior Specialist, Student Equity, Excellence & Diversity
*MANJIN, Bonnyjun, Specialist, Student Life and Development
MILLER, Timothy, Medical Technologist, University Health Services; BA 1978, BS 1978, Hawai'i
MIURA, Iris H., Student Services Specialist, Student Life and Development; BA 1974, Hawai'i
*MAMIOTO, Camaron, Junior Specialist, Student Equity, Excellence & Diversity
MIZUGUCHI, Sheri, Administrative and Fiscal Support, Student Housing Services; MEd 2000, Hawai'i
MORELLI, Thomas G., Specialist and Psychiatrist, Counseling and Student Development Center; MD 1959, New York Medical College
NAVARRO, Alyson A., Early Childhood Specialist I, Children's Center; BA 1996, Hawai'i
NEELY, David K., Information Technology Specialist, Center for Career Development & Student Employment; BA 2006, Hawai'i
NORTON, Heather, Student Housing Services; MS 2008, Western Illinois
NOYES, Malia, Learning Disabilities Specialist, KOKUA Program
OKIKAWA, Norient, Student Services Specialist, Center for Career Development & Student Employment; BS 1989, Hawai'i
OMURO, Tami, Administrative Officer, KOKUA Program; BBA 1992, Hawai'i
OTSUBO-CHANG, Laurie K., UH Personnel Officer, Student Publications, Student Life and Development; BA 2005, Hawai'i
PAU, Marion K., Student Housing Coordinator, Student Housing Services; BS 1993, Hawai'i
PHHOMSUVANH, Bobby, Information Technology Specialist, VC for Students; BBA 2004, Hawai'i
PONCIANO, Tomi, Conference Specialist, Student Housing Services; BA 2008, Hawai'i
*PUTNAM, Lee, Specialist, Student Equity, Excellence and Diversity
*QUEMUCEL, Christine, Junior Specialist, Co-Director, Women's Center; Ghana Award for Outstanding Service to Students; 2002
REGGIO, Robert, Early Childhood Specialist II, Children's Center; BEd 1967, New York
*REILLY, Robert William, Advertising Sales Manager for Student Publications, Student Life and Development; BA 2008, Iowa State
*RITA, Kaprie, Conference Specialist, Student Housing Services; BA 2008, Hawai'i
*SARTO, Warren S., Administrative Services Associate, Student Life and Development
*SCHOLLY, Kristen, Associate Specialist, University Health Services
SEKI, Avis A., Early Childhood Specialist III, Children's Center; BEd 1988, Hawai'i
SHARMA, Sheela, Student Services Specialist, Office of Multicultural Student Services; BA 2001, UCLA
SHIGANO, Jill, Administrative Officer, Student Life and Development; BEd 1978, Hawai'i
SHIMABUKURO, Laura, Assistant Director of Student Union for Meeting & Event Services, Student Life and Development; BBA 2004, Hawai'i
*SOLOMON, Angelique, Junior Specialist, Student Equity, Excellence & Diversity
*SORA, Wendy H. T., Junior Specialist in Student Affairs
SWEETON, Nicholas, Associate Director, Student Housing Services; MS 2001, Colorado State
*TAKAHASHI, Melanie, Assistant Specialist, Center for Career Development & Student Employment
*TAKARA, Clifford Y., Administrative Services Associate, Student Life and Development; BA 1969, Hawai'i
*TAKASHIGE, Cheryl K. S., Early Childhood Specialist III, Children's Center; BEd 1976, Hawai'i
*TAKUSHI, Iris, Cooperative Education Counselor, Center for Career Development & Student Employment
*TANNOY, Allyn, Director and Specialist, Counseling and Student Development Center; PhD 1990, Missouri-Columbia
UCHIMURA, Merrisa M., Events Coordinator, Office of Admissions; BA 1999, MEd 2007, Hawai'i
UKISHIMA, Joanne, Psychometrist, Counseling and Student Development Center; BA 1968, MEd 1988, Hawai'i
ULIBAS, Jennifer A. G., Early Childhood Specialist II, Children's Center; BS 1998, Hawai'i
UWONO, Dree, Director of Judicial Affairs, Office of Judicial Affairs; BA 1998, MEd 2004, Hawai'i
VALENZUELA, Tasha N., Assistant Retention Coordinator, College Opportunities Program; BBA 2006, Hawai'i
VELASCO, Rouell G., Operations Coordinator for ASUH, Student Life and Development; BA 2005, Hawai'i
WATANABE, Randall K., Information Technology Specialist, Student Housing Services; BS 1999, Hawai'i
WATKINS, Wayne C., Director, Children's Center; BA 1976, Florida
WEAKLEY, Michael, Operations Coordinator, Student Housing Services
WELIN, Stephanie, Student Housing Services; MS 2008, Florida International
*WISCHMAN, Kim, Specialist, Physician, University Health Services; BS 1983, MD 1987, Hawai'i
*WONG, Patricia C., Pharmacair, University Health Services; BS 1977, San Francisco; PharmD 1981, USC
*WONG, Wesley L., Specialist, Physician, University Health Services; BS 1983, MD 1987, Hawai'i
*YANG, Alan L., Associate VC for Students and Enrollment Management and Director of Admissions; BA 1972, MA 1976, PhD 1981, Hawai'i
YODA, Stephanie, Student Health Insurance Coordinator, University Health Services; BA 1991, Hawai'i
YORITA, Shelley K., Early Childhood Specialist II, Children's Center; BEd 1991, MEd 2000, Hawai'i
YOUNG, Candice, E. H., Auxiliary Aides Specialist, KOKUA; BS 1996, Hawai'i

*Dates and institutions of degrees are listed under Faculty.
Study Abroad Center
RAI, Sattis, Director
*CHONG, Vanessa M., Study Abroad Advisor
LEE, Max, Study Abroad Advisor
YAP, Allison K., Study Abroad Advisor

College of Tropical Agriculture and Human Resources
YUEN, Sylvia, Interim Dean
*EVENSEN, Carl L., Interim Associate Dean and Associate Director for Cooperative Extension
HU, Ching Yuan, Associate Dean and Associate Director for Research
KINOSHTA, Charles M., Associate Dean for Academic and Student Affairs
CHANG, Annette, Director, Administrative Services
ABE, Julana, Research Support, Agricultural Diagnostic Service Center
AIHARA-SASAKI, Maria, Research Support
AKO, Harry, Researcher and Chair, Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering
ALVAREZ, Anne M., Plant Pathologist
AMORE, Teresita D., Assistant Researcher, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences
ARAGAKI, Minoru, Emeritus Plant Pathologist
*ARAKAKI, Alton S., Assistant Extension Agent, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, Maui
*BUTTENDENNER, Harry C., Specialist, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences
BORTHAKUR, Dulal, Researcher, Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering
BRANDES, Patricia, Project Librarian, KAHEAD Program, Natural Resources and Environmental Management
BRENNAN, Barry, IER Specialist, Plant and Environmental Protection Services
BRESSAN, Alberto, Assistant Professor, Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences
BREWBAKER, James L., Horticulturist and Genetecis, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences
BROOKS, Fred E., Academic Support, Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences
*BRULEY, Brent A., Associate Specialist, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences
BRUNERT, Brian, Research Support
CAMPBELL, Sonia, Research Support, Agricultural Diagnostic Services Center
CASTRO, Luisa F., Academic Support, Natural Resources and Environmental Management
CAULFIELD, Rick, Associate Professor, Family and Consumer Sciences
CHAN, Chiming (Lawrence), Institutional Support, Natural Resources and Environmental Management
*CHAN-HALBRENDT, Catherine K. Y., Chair and Professor, Natural Resources and Environmental Management
CHEAH, Keng Kuan, Associate Specialist, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences
CHEANG, Michael, Assistant Professor, Family and Consumer Sciences
CHEN, Jung, Junior Researcher, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences
*CHING, Donna R., Specialist, Agricultural Leadership
CHO, Ikyu, Junior Researcher, Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering
*CHO, John J., Researcher, Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences
CHO, Yongse, Assistant Professor, Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences
CHONG, Joan L., Assistant Extension Agent, Kona, MEd 1993, Hawai‘i
*CHRISTOPHER, David A., Professor, Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering
CHUN, Stacey, Research Support
COUGHLIN, Julia, Research Support
*COX, Linda J., Specialist, Natural Resources and Environmental Management
CRISTI, Marie A., Instructor, Family and Consumer Sciences
*CROW, Susan E., Assistant Researcher, Natural Resources and Environmental Management
*DALENGO, Carol, Instructor, Family and Consumer Sciences
*DAVIDSON, Dana, Professor, Human Development
*DAVISON, Nicola, Academic Support, EFNEP, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences
*DeBARSHE, Barbara, Associate Specialist, Center on the Family
DEIJKJ, Jonathan L., Associate Specialist, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences
DeFRAUN, Joseph, Horticulturist, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences
DeSILVA, Asoka S., Research Support
*DICKSON, Carol Anne, Associate Professor, Apparel Product Design and Merchandising
*DOBB, Joann, Assistant Specialist, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences
DONG, Jim, Junior Researcher, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences
*DOOLEY, Dean, Associate Professor, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences
*DUNN, Michael A., Associate Researcher, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences
*DUPOINTE, Michael M., Extension Agent, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences
*EBESU, Richard H., Associate Extension Agent, Kaua‘i
*EDMONDS, Christopher, Assistant Specialist, Center on the Family
*FARES, Ali, Professor, Natural Resources and Environmental Management
*FARGUSON, Carol A., Associate Researcher, Natural Resources and Environmental Management
*Ferreira, Stephen A., Associate Specialist, Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences
*FONG, Grace, Interim Director of the Center on the Family and Professor, Family Resources
*FRIDAY, J. B., Associate Specialist, Natural Resources and Environmental Management
FUJINO, Wayne, Institutional Support, Family and Consumer Sciences
*FUJITANI, Earl Y., Research Support
FUJITANI, Linda K., Junior Extension Agent, Maui, Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences
*FUKUDA, Steven K., Extension Agent, O‘ahu, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences
*FUKUMOTO, Glen K., Extension Agent, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences, Kona
*GACHU, Anne, Assistant Extension Agent, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, Maui
GAMIAO, Jason, Research Associate
GARRARD, Peter V., Researcher, Natural Resources and Environmental Management
*GAUTZ, Loren D., Associate Professor of Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering
GOKAN, Joni, Research Associate
GOODING, Kelly, Educational and Academic Support Specialist
*GRACE, J. Kenneth, Jr., Entomologist and CTAHR Special Research Director
GREENWOOD, Heather, Assistant Extension Agent, Maui, Family and Consumer Sciences
GRZEBIK, Jayme T., Assistant Extension Agent, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences, O‘ahu
*HAITE, Minku, Soil Scientist, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences
*HAMASKAII, Randall T., Extension Agent, Hawai‘i, Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences
*HARA, Arnold H., Entomologist, Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences
*HASHIMOTO, Andrew, Researcher, Molecular Biosciences and Biosystems Engineering
*HATA, Trent, Research Support
*HE, Shi Jen, Assistant Specialist, Center on the Family
*HEUSEL, Gary L., Associate Specialist, 4-H Youth Development
*HINSON, Kialani L., Academic Support
*HOU, Merry Cris, Research Support, Agricultural Diagnostic Service Center
*HOLLYER, James, Assistant Specialist, Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences
*HORI, Gayle L., Academic Support, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences
*HU, Ching Yuan, Animal Scientist, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences
*HU, John S., Plant Pathologist, Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences
*HUANG, Alvin S., Associate Researcher, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences
*HUANG, Robert X., Research Support, Agricultural Diagnostic Service Center
*HUE, Nguyen V., Soil Chemist, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences
*IDOL, Travis W., Associate Professor, Natural Resources and Environmental Management
*IKEDA, Carol S., County Extension Agent, Kona
*IWAOKA, Wayne T., Associate Researcher, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences
*JENGINS, Daniel M., Associate Professor, Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering
JOHNS, Lisa, Research Support, Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering
JUN, Soojin, Assistant Professor, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences
*KARLAN, Richard, Research Associate, Tropical Plant and Soil Science
*KADOOKA, Chris, Research Support, Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences
*KAM, James, Research Support, Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences
*KANEHRO, Noemi A., Associate Extension Agent, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences, O‘ahu
*KAUFMAN, Andrew J., Associate Specialist, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences
*KAUFMAN, Leyla, Junior Researcher, Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences
*KAWABATA, Andrew, Associate Extension Agent, Hilo, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences
*KAWAMURA, Laura Jean Y., Assistant Extension Agent, Kaua‘i
*KAWATE, Michael K., Specialist in Pesticide Registration
*KELLER, Susan, Research Associate, Kaua‘i
*KEYSER, Harold, County Administrator, Maui
*KHALANAL, Samir, Assistant Professor, Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering
*KIM, Hyeon, Assistant Specialist, Center on the Family
*KIM, Minna, Research Associate
*KIM, Yong-Soo, Associate Researcher, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences
*KO, Woon-Huang, Plant Pathologist
*KOBAYASHI, Kent D., Associate Horticulturist, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences
*KOHASHI, Wanda, Academic Support, Family and Consumer Sciences and 4-H
*KURSHHELYNYCZ, Paul, Junior Researcher, Plant and Environmental Protection Sciences
*KURASAKI, Ryan, Facilities Planning and Design, Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering
*KUTARA, Pamela, County Extension Agent, O‘ahu, Family and Consumer Sciences
*LAI, Po-Yung, Special Program Director for Contracts and Grants
*LEARY, James K., Assistant Specialist, Natural Resources and Environmental Management
*LEE, Chin Nye, Specialist, O‘ahu, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences
*LEONG, Gladys, Research Support, Molecular Biosciences and Bioengineering
*LEONHARDT, Kenneth W., Specialist, Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences
*Dates and institutions of degrees are listed under “Faculty.”
*YUEN, Sylvia, Director of the Center on the Family and Professor of Family Resources
*ZALESKI, Halina M., Specialist, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences
*ZEE, Julia, Associate Extension Agent, Human Nutrition, Food and Animal Sciences, Hilo

Undergraduate Education
CAMIR, Raymond, Assistant Vice Chancellor for Undergraduate Education
COSTA, Jan, Administrative Officer; BBA 1985, Hawai‘i

University Libraries
MORITZ, Paula, Associate University Librarian and Librarian V, Administration
*ADAMSON, James P., Librarian IV and Head, Systems
AGUNAT, Wayne S., Information Technology Specialist
ALBARILLO, Emily, Media Specialist
ALLEN, Fredrick, Educational Specialist
*ANDERSON, Kristen, Librarian V, Sinclair Library
AWAKUNI, John, Fiscal Accounting Specialist
*BAZZIELL, Tokiko Y., Librarian IV, Asia Collection
*BRIER, David J., Librarian IV and Head, Business, Humanities and Social Sciences Reference
*CARLSON, Amy J., Librarian III and Head, Serials
*CARTWRIGHT, James F., Librarian IV, Archives and Manuscripts
*CHANG, Erica Soonyoung, Librarian III, Cataloging
*CHRISTENSEN, Ross, Librarian IV, Business, Humanities and Social Sciences Reference
*CLARIZA, M. Elena, Librarian II, Asia Collection
*DAVIS, Lynn, Librarian V and Head, Preservation
*DAWRS, Stuart, Librarian II, Special Collections
*DUNN, Deborah, Educational and Academic Support Specialist
*FLYNN, David A., Librarian IV, Business, Humanities and Social Sciences Reference
*FURUHASHI, Lynette T., Librarian III, Pacific Collection
*GEARY, Gregg S., Librarian V and Head, Sinclair Library
*GHOSH, Monica, Librarian IV, Asia Collection
*GROSENHEIDER, Alan A., Interim Associate University Librarian for Planning, Administration and Personnel
*HAMADA, Kyle, Educational and Academic Support Specialist
*HERRING, Eileen C., Librarian IV, Science Technology Reference
*HORI, Joan M., Librarian V, and Hawaiian Curator, Special Collections
*HORIE, Ruth H., Librarian IV, Cataloging
HOSE, Carla, Educational Specialist
ISHIKI, Ann Maica, Personnel Officer
ISHIMITSU, Tom, Information Technology Specialist
*JOHNSON, Susan, Librarian III, Business, Humanities and Social Sciences Reference
*JORDAN, Alexandra, Librarian II, Science Technology Reference
*KAHINOUA-LOU, Kriszy K., Librarian II, Sinclair Library
*KELLETT, Carol S. Y., Librarian II, Systems
*KIM, Erin, Information Technology Specialist
*KWOK, Ted J., Librarian IV, Business, Humanities and Social Sciences Reference
LAI, Tsui Hung, Educational and Academic Support Specialist
LAI HIPP, Sean, Information Technology Specialist
*LEBBIN, Vickery, K., Librarian IV, Business, Humanities and Social Sciences Reference
LEUNG, Wing, Information Technology Specialist
*MATTOS, Jodie H., Librarian IV, Special Collections
MINATODANI, Dore, Librarian III, Special Collections
*MOMHAMED, G. Salim, Librarian III, Government Documents and Maps

*NAKANO, Kimberly L., Librarian IV and Head, Acquisitions
*NI, Dongyun, Librarian II, Cataloging
*OUCHI, Sharon S., Librarian III, Cataloging
*PAENG, Rohayati, Librarian IV, Asia Collection
*PICKERING, G. Steve, Building Manager Assistant
*POPLANSKY, Patricia, Librarian V, Asia Collection
*QUIRK, Rath Marie, Librarian V, Sinclair Library
*RIEDY, Allen J., Librarian V and Head, Asia Collection
*RUTTER, Sara, Librarian IV, Science Technology Reference
*SACK, Nancy, Librarian III, Cataloging
*SAEKI, Lori A., Librarian II, Serials
*SHUM, Arthur, Educational Specialist
*SINCLAIR, Gwen E., Librarian IV and Head, Government Documents and Maps
*SKILLMAN-KASHYAP, Teri L., Events & Communications Coordinator
*SOLYOM, Brownen, Librarian V, Charlott Collection
*SPRINGER, Hisami K., Librarian IV, Cataloging
*SUNG, Jaeyoon (Jae), Librarian IV and Head, Access Services
*SUZUKI, Mahel K., Librarian IV, Government Documents and Maps
*TAKATA, Christine, Educational and Academic Support Specialist
*TANAKA, Faith, Administrative and Fiscal Support Specialist
*TILLINGHAST, Beth, Librarian IV, Desktop Network Services
*TOM, Lois, Educational Specialist
*TONES, Kaori, Educational & Academic Support Specialist
*WEATHERLY, Alex, Media Specialist
*WONG, Chiuwhay (Wendi), Administrative and Fiscal Support Specialist
*YAGI, Jerard, Information Technology Specialist
*YANG, Yoos Lim (Jude), Librarian II, Asia Collection
*YAO, Kuang-tien C., Librarian IV, Asia Collection
*ZASTROW, Jan, Librarian IV and Head, Archives and Manuscripts

University of Hawai‘i Cancer Center
*CARBONE, Michele, Director and Researcher
*ALBRIGHT, Cheryl L., Associate Researcher
*BACCA, St. John, Senior Business Officer
*BANTUM, Erin O., Assistant Researcher
*BATES, Kristi, Development Associate
*BERENBERG, Jeffrey L., Clinical Professor and Director of Clinical Protocol and Data Management Shared Resource
*BRAY-WARD, Patricia L., Associate Researcher
*CHENG, Iona, Assistant Researcher
*CHO, Jonathan, Clinical Professor
*CHONG, Clayton D. K., Associate Researcher
*CHU, Wen-Ming, Associate Researcher
*COLEMAN, Clinical Trials Manager
*DUSTUR, Zubin, Clinical Sciences Program Manager
*FEIGL, Andrea, Researcher
*FRANKE, Adrian A. H., Specialist and Director of Analytical Laboratory Shared Resource
*FRITZINGER, David, Associate Specialist and Associate Director of Laboratory Support Shared Resource
*GAUDINO, Giovanni, Researcher
*GOODMAN, Marc T., Researcher
*GURUNG, Namrata, Personnel Officer
*HERANDEZ, Brenda, Assistant Researcher
*HERZOG, Thaddeus, Associate Researcher
*IMOSE, Daryl, Assistant Director for Research Support
*KAKAZU, Kerry K., Special Projects Manager
*KAWAMORI, Toshiko, Associate Professor
*KOLONEL, Laurence N., Researcher
*LAI, Alan F., Researcher and Director of Lab Instrumentation Shared Resource
*LEMARCHAND, Loic, Director of Epidemiology Program, Researcher, and Director of Genomics Shared Resource
*LIN, Unhee, Assistant Researcher
*LUCAS, Lenora, Assistant Specialist
*LORENZO, Patricia S., Associate Researcher
*MASKARINCE, Gertraud, Researcher and Director of Research Training & Education
*MURPHY, Suzanne P., Professor Emeritus
*NOMURA, Abraham, MEC Research Scientist
*OKIMOTO, Gordon, Assistant Specialist and Director of Informatics Shared Resource
*PAGANO, Ian, Assistant Specialist, Bioinformatics
*PARK, Song-Yi, Assistant Specialist
*PENNER, Reinhold, Researcher and Co-Director of Cancer Biology Program
*POCKREL, Pallav, Assistant Researcher
*POWERS, Amy, Director of Pathology Shared Resource
*RAMOS, Joe, Assistant Researcher and Co-Director of Cancer Biology Program
*SHIGEMASA, Sharon R., Public Information Officer
*STEFFEN, Alan, Assistant Specialist
*TIRIKAINEEN, Maarit, Associate Specialist and Technical Director of Genomics Shared Resource
*TITUS, Marcus A., Deputy Director
TORMEY, Kellei, Director of Communications and Community Affairs
*VOGEL, Carl-Wilhelm E., Researcher
*WADA, Randal K., Associate Researcher
*WARD, David C., Associate Director for Scientific Administration
*WILKENS, Lynne R., Assistant Specialist/Biostatistician and Director of Biostatistics Shared Resource
*WILLS, Thomas A, Interim Director of Prevention and Control Program and Researcher
*WONG, Linda L., Associate Researcher
*YANG, Haining, Assistant Researcher

University of Hawai‘i Press
HAMILTON, William F., Director: BA 1967, Seattle
ABE, Carol S, Advertising and Promotion Manager; BA 1974, Hawai‘i
AONO, Lucille C., Production Editor; BBA 1979, MBA 1987, Hawai‘i
BARRASA, Santor B., Jr., Production and Design Manager; BFA 1986, Hawai‘i
BRADSHAW, Joel, Journals Manager; BA 1970, Hawai‘i
LO, PhD 1982, Hawai‘i
CHINA, Wanda T., Computer Specialist; BS 1989, MS 1991, Hawai‘i
HUN, Chindy E. K. C., Production Editor; BBA 1981, Hawai‘i
*HUN, Stephanie W. Y., Copywriter; BA 1986, Hawai‘i
*COSSEBOOM, Joel M., Business Manager; BA 1994, UC Santa Barbara; MBA 2002, Hawai‘i
*CROSBY, Patricia E., Executive Editor; BA 1976, Colorado; MA 1978, Hawai‘i
*DUNN, Cherri J., Managing Editor; BA 1978, MA 1994, Hawai‘i
*HAMILTON, William F., Director: BA 1967, Seattle
HIBI, Steven, Publicity Promotion Manager; BS 1985, Southern California
IKEDA, Masako I., Acquisitions Editor; BA 1986, Sophia U (Japan); MA 1991, PhD 1996, Hawai‘i
*KANESHIRO, Norman, Subscriptions Manager; BA 2001, Hawai‘i
*KAWAI, Colin A., Marketing Manager; BA 1976, Hawai‘i; MBA 1989, Eastern Colorado
*KELLEY, Pamela W., Acquisitions Editor; BA 1977, Pomona; MA 1983, Hawai‘i
*LE, Danny, Business Support Specialist; AS 1992, Hawai‘i
*LE MARCHAND, Loic, Director of Epidemiology Program, Researcher, and Director of Genomics Shared Resource
*LIN, Unhee, Assistant Researcher
*LUCAS, Lenora, Assistant Specialist
*LORENZO, Patricia S., Associate Researcher
*MASKARINCE, Gertraud, Researcher and Director of Research Training & Education
*MURPHY, Suzanne P., Professor Emeritus
*NOMURA, Abraham, MEC Research Scientist
*OKIMOTO, Gordon, Assistant Specialist and Director of Informatics Shared Resource
*PAGANO, Ian, Assistant Specialist, Bioinformatics
*PARK, Song-Yi, Assistant Specialist
*PENNER, Reinhold, Researcher and Co-Director of Cancer Biology Program
*POCKREL, Pallav, Assistant Researcher
*POWERS, Amy, Director of Pathology Shared Resource
*RAMOS, Joe, Assistant Researcher and Co-Director of Cancer Biology Program
*SHIGEMASA, Sharon R., Public Information Officer
*STEFFEN, Alan, Assistant Specialist
*TIRIKAIKAINEN, Maarit, Associate Specialist and Technical Director of Genomics Shared Resource
*TITUS, Marcus A., Deputy Director
TORMEY, Kellei, Director of Communications and Community Affairs
*VOGEL, Carl-Wilhelm E., Researcher
*WADA, Randal K., Associate Researcher
*WARD, David C., Associate Director for Scientific Administration
*WILKENS, Lynne R., Assistant Specialist/Biostatistician and Director of Biostatistics Shared Resource
*WILLS, Thomas A, Interim Director of Prevention and Control Program and Researcher
*WONG, Linda L., Associate Researcher
*YANG, Haining, Assistant Researcher

*Dates and institutions of degrees are listed under "Faculty."
NISHIMOTO, Kiera A., Marketing Officer; BA 2002, Hawai‘i
SHIMABUKU, Kari Ann Y., Business Support Specialist; BBA 2006, Hawai‘i
YEN, Cynthia N., Business Support Specialist; BA 1980, Portland

**Waikiki Aquarium**
ROSAKER, Andrew, Director; PhD 1983, Wales (UK)
BANQUIL, Donnielson, Administrative Specialist; BS 1993, HPU
CHAN, Norton, Aquarium Biologist; BA 1994, Hawai‘i
CROW, Gerald, Facility Manager; BS 1980, San Diego State
CURTIS, Eric, Aquarium Biologist; BS 1993, Texas
FOLEY, Marylou, Community Outreach Coordinator; BA 1969, Washington
FUJITANI, Raina, Events and Membership Manager; BA 1993, Hawai‘i
KATAYAMA, Mariko, Aquarium Biologist; BA 2000, CSU Long Beach
KISSEL, Leah N., Research Associate; BS 2002, New Hampshire
KLOBUCHAR, Richard L., Jr., Aquarium Biologist; BS 2002, Virginia Tech
LEDESMA, Erika, Giftshop Manager; BBA 2002, West O‘ahu
LEE, Deanna M., Administrative Officer; BA 1983, MBA 1990, Hawai‘i
MURAKAMI, Kirk, Aquarium Biologist; BA 1981, Hawai‘i
NAGAHIRO, Aryn, Administrative Officer; BBA 2006, Hawai‘i

NELSON, Alan, Research Associate; BA 1983, Hawai‘i
NIIDE, Kelley A., Research Associate; BA 2001, Hawai‘i
QUINN, Karen, Administrative Assistant; BS 1999, HPU
PELLETIERI, Sara T., Director of Education; BA 1985, Loyola; MS 2004, New Orleans
RONEY, Mary P., Academic Support; BA 1996, Hilo
SOEDIAMTO, Indahwati, Giftshop Manager; BA 1989, Indonesia
SPENCER, Dean K., Academic Support; BS 2000, Chaminade
WIENEKE, Michael, IT Specialist; BS 1982, Hawai‘i

**Water Resources Research Center**
*RAY, Chitraranjan, Interim Director/Researcher
*BABCOCK, Roger W., Associate Researcher
*EL-KADI, Aly L., Researcher
HIRAKAWA, Patricia Y., Publications Specialist; BFA 1981, BArch 1990, Hawai‘i
KAM, April W. L., Publications Specialist; BFA 1980, Hawai‘i
LICHWA, Joseph, Research Support; BS 1969, Pittsburgh
*LIU, Clark C. K., Researcher
*MORAVCIK, Philip S., Junior Specialist

**Environmental Center**
*CUSICK, John, Assistant Specialist

**Affiliates**
*CONANT, Sheila, Professor of Zoology
CURTIS, George D., Affiliate Professor and Lecturer, Natural Sciences, UH Hilo; BS 1952, North Texas
DASHIEL, Eugene P., Environmental Planning Consultant; BA 1968, CSU Hayward; MA 1970, Hawai‘i
DRIGOT, Diane C., Senior Natural Resources Management Specialist, U.S. Marine Corps Base Hawai‘i; AB 1969, Columbia; MS 1972, PhD 1975, Michigan
*DUFFY, David C., Professor of Botany
HARRISON, John T., BS 1974, Stanford, PhD 1981, Hawai‘i
*KIM, Karl E., Professor of Urban and Regional Planning
*LOWRY, Gordon K., Professor of Urban and Regional Planning
MARAGOS, James, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; BA 1966, UC Riverside; PhD 1972, Hawai‘i
MILLER, Jacqueline N., BA 1956, UC Riverside; MS 1966, Scripps Institution of Oceanography; PhD 1997, Wales (UK)
MORROW, James W., Environmental Management Consultant; BS 1966, New Hampshire; MS 1973, DRPH 2000, Hawai‘i
*RAPPA, Peter J., Extension Agent, Sea Grant College Program
SILVIUS, Kirsten M., BA 1987, Bowdoin; MA 1992, PhD 1999, Florida
TAKEMOTO, Helene Y., U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; AB 1972, Wells, MS 1982, Hawai‘i
*WILKENS, Roy, Researcher in HIGP

*Dates and institutions of degrees are listed under “Faculty.”*